ABSTRACT Following the improvements in deep neural networks, state-of-the-art networks have been proposed for human segmentation using point clouds captured by light detection and ranging. However, the performance of these networks depends significantly on the training data. An issue with collecting training data is labeling. Labeling by humans is necessary to obtain ground-truth labels; however, labeling involves high costs. Therefore, we propose an automatically labeled data generation pipeline, for which we can change any parameters or data generation environments. Our approach uses a human model named Dhaiba and the background of Miraikan to generate realistic artificial data. We present 1M data generated by the proposed pipeline. Furthermore, we propose an ensemble learning based on generated data for utilizing our data generation pipeline. This paper proposes the specifications of the pipeline, data details, and explanation of ensemble learning with evaluations of various approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks have considerably affected computer vision, and robotics applications, among other fields. For example, various types of high-performance deep neural networks for the pixel-wise segmentation of RGB images have been proposed [1] - [3] . Following their success in RGB image segmentation, segmentation networks for depth map and point cloud data have been investigated vigorously [4] - [7] . Human segmentation is important in many types of robotics applications. Recently, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has become a powerful tool for robot navigation. Therefore, in this study, we focus on human segmentation with threedimensional point cloud data collected by LiDAR.
Deep neural networks typically require a considerably large amount of manually labeled training data to achieve high performance. Collecting a sufficient amount of labeled data may incur massive costs in terms of both time and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Abdullah Iliyasu. money. In this study, we develop a data generation pipeline that reduces manual labeling cost. The proposed data generation pipeline comprises three steps: 1) background data collection, 2) human model building, and 3) LiDAR data generation with human labels. The data generation pipeline can provide depth maps, point cloud data with xyz coordinates, and human labels. The generated data already includes the human labels; therefore, a manual labeling process is not required. Additionally, the proposed data generation pipeline can produce point cloud data with any human size, different types of LiDAR, and distance between LiDAR and human by changing several parameters.
We have built and trained a human segmentation network with LiDAR data generated by the proposed pipeline [8] . Subsequently, we observed that the human segmentation performance depends on the distance between the human and sensor. Generally, a distant object is more challenging to segment than a near object. We consider two reasons. First, the amount of LiDAR data associated with the distant object is less than that associated with the near object.
Next, the number of training samples associated with the distant object tends to be small, because other objects and/or walls occlude the distant object.
Subsequently, we develop a novel distance-based ensemble learning for human segmentation. First, we synthesize the LiDAR training data with different distance ranges. Subsequently, multiple networks are trained with the LiDAR training data with different distance range. In the inference phase, the outputs of those trained networks are assembled based on the distance. We call those training approaches distancebased ensemble training.
Our goal is to improve the performance of learning-based human segmentation with well-constructed training data. From the experimental result, we discovered that a simple training approach with the overall data might fail to perform well. Accordingly, we propose an ensemble method using networks tuned by different datasets. For the ensemble method, we generated five types of data divided in human model distance with the proposed data generation pipeline. We trained segmentation networks with the generated training data. The trained network has been evaluated with the generated test data and actual data collected by a real LiDAR sensor.
This paper is organized as follows. We review the related works in section II briefly. In section III, the entire data generation procedure is explained in detail with the description of each step. The concept of ensemble learning and implementation method are described in section IV. Section V-A contains a brief explanation of the segmentation and network model we used. The specific policy of the training and evaluation are described in section V. The conclusions are provided in section VI.
This study is an extension of the previous research published in international conference on robotics and automation 2019 [8] . In this study, we generate data by deploying humans in any distance range. This change allowed us to analyze the network performance in the depth direction. Based on the results of performance evaluation in the depth direction, we propose an ensemble learning with the generated data divided in distance. All generated data and labeled real data are presented in following url. Trained network weight and test sample code also included.
http://www.ok.sc.e.titech.ac.jp/res/LHD/
II. RELATED WORK
After the release of Microsoft Kinect in 2010, several RGB-D datasets have been published. RGB-D datasets for human recognition have been provided for the re-identification of a person with RGB-D sensors [9] , BIWI RGBD-ID dataset [10] , and UPCV Gait dataset [11] . As the Kinect cannot measure depths greater than 10 [m], LiDAR sensors were employed to handle depths over 10 [m] . In addition, LiDAR sensors are used in auto driving technology. In this field, the KITTI dataset [12] is used widely by many researchers [13] , [14] . However, KITTI only provided 93K+ of depth data without labeling. Collecting labeled depth maps is still challenging. Pixel or point-wise labeling for threedimensional (3D) depth data is typically challenging as it involves massive cost. Hence, the video game Grand Theft Auto was deployed to collect data [4] , [15] , [16] . This approach may reduce the cost of data construction; nevertheless, limitations still exist. Grand Theft Auto is not designed for research purposes; therefore, we cannot control the specific properties of the circumstances in the simulation, such as human body type and model deployment location. Hence, we constructed a data generation pipeline in which any parameters and environments can be changed. Furthermore, the proposed generator creates human labels during the process, thereby incorporating the human task into the computation cost. Consequently, we can generate data continuously if sufficient computational resources are available.
III. PROPOSED DATA GENERATION PIPELINE
A primary contribution of this study is the automatic generation of labeled depth map without involving manual labeling. The labeled depth map generation comprises three steps: 1) background data collection, 2) human model building, and 3) depth map synthesis with automatic labeling. The background depth maps without human were collected in advance. We collected 6,281 background depth maps at the 3rd floor of Miraikan, which is National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation in Tokyo, Japan [17] , using a velodyne HDL-32E LiDAR sensor [18] . Precise and realistic 3D human models were synthesized based on a digital human model called Dhaiba [19] . The depth maps were generated by composing the collected background depth map and 3D human model. The label data can be obtained easily because the locations of the 3D human models are known. This implies that we can generate labeled depth maps automatically without a manual input. This is an advantage of the proposed approach. The details are described in the following subsections, and an overview of the pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A. HUMAN MODEL
A key component of the proposed data generation pipeline is the precise 3D human model. We employed a digital human model, called ''Dhaiba, '' of DhibaWorks [19] to build precise 3D human models. The Dhaiba is a human body function model, and DhaibaWorks is a platform for producing digital human models based on Dhaiba. DhaibaWorks supports editing and visualizing basic models such as 3D meshes and skeletal structures, including human models with motion [20] . Using DhaibaWorks, we can generate a specific human model easily by setting the human parameters such as height, weight, and action status [21] .
In real environment, there can be human with any pose including standing, walking, and running. However, we assume that the human model is walking during the depth map generation in this study. Walking motion data are required to build an artificial walking human model. We used one period of walking data collected in [22] . The walking motion data contains 230 frames for a single walking motion. Subsequently, it is easy to build artificial walking human mesh models for depth map generation.
In this study, we used 15 typical combinations of height and weight, as summarized in Table 1 . In our opinion, these combinations include a variety of scenarios. Therefore, we have 230 frames of walking motion data and 15 combinations of height and weight. As such, 3,450 different types of walking models can be generated. Figure 2 shows an example of the built human models.
B. BACKGROUND 3D DATA
Background data were collected on the 3rd floor of Miraikan with HDL-32E LiDAR. The collected data contains only the xyz coordinates; subsequently, floor estimation is required for extracting the floor from background 3D data. Therefore, we estimated the floor based on a two-dimensional drivable map [23] . Not only floor data, but also LiDAR location are required for setting the human model deployment area. The location calculated by wheel odometry was recorded with the background point cloud. However, if only wheel odometry is used for estimating the location, the result may not be reliable because of the slip between the wheel and floor. Subsequently, we employed 'real-time 6DoF Monte-Carlo localization' [24] to obtain the accurate LiDAR location. The estimated LiDAR location is shown in Figure 4 -(b)
C. LIDAR DATA GENERATION
In the LiDAR data generation step, the depth map of the built human model is first synthesized. Thereafter, the synthesized depth map of the human model and the randomly chosen background depth map are combined to generate the training depth map for human segmentation.
To synthesize the human model depth map, we positioned the LiDAR sensor virtually at (0, 0, z s ), where z s was at the same height as that of the sensor for background collection. We assumed that the LiDAR sensor was installed horizontally. Subsequently, the human model depth map was synthesized for the given human model, by virtually inserting the human model at (x s , y s , 0), where (x s , y s ) was the sampled position in the floor point cloud. The human model direction was sampled randomly as well. Once the geometrical positions of the LiDAR sensor and the human model were provided, the associated depth map can be synthesized easily.
After synthesizing the human model depth map, it is combined with the background depth map by pixel-wise minimum depth selection. In this step, the human model farther than the background is deleted by the minimum depth selection. The depth map captured by the LiDAR sensor typically includes holes or missing pixels whose the depth cannot be measured. These holes are used only for the synthesis process as they are equally obtainable in the real sensing process. In addition, the human labeling task can be performed simultaneously because we know which pixels correspond to the human model depth map.
The parameters in the LiDAR data generation are summarized in Table 2 . The parameters in Table 2 are choosen based on the properties of velodyne HDL-32E [18] and the experimental environment of background data collection. Figure 3 shows an example of the generated and real point cloud data. The point cloud data are converted from the depth map.
D. PROVISION OF DATA
We generated 1M data using the proposed pipeline. They contain the depth, xyz coordinates, and human label in HDF5 format. Furthermore, we provide the specific information for each depth data in the form of an xml file. Xml files contain a human number in the depth scene, location, weight, and height of each Dhaiba. In the 1M data, 500K data are the same as those in [8] . The other 500K data consist of five different groups described in V, and each group contains 100K of data. Further, we generated the 0.5K dataset described in section V and 0.1K of manually labeled real data.
IV. DISTANCE BASED ENSEMBLE LEARNING
The properties of the point cloud data of the human model depends significantly on the distance between the LiDAR sensor and the human. It is limited to include whole distance ranges by a single network. It is advisable for the single network to focus on a certain distance range. Subsequently, we propose a distance-based ensemble learning. In the training phase, we train multiple networks focusing on the different distance ranges. Subsequently, the inferences of the multiple networks are assembled based on the measured distance information.
If we construct LiDAR data by real-world experiment, it is expensive to obtain sufficient data with different distance ranges. Therefore, data from real world are exposed to be unbalanced. This implies that a network trained by unbalanced data may be ineffective for insufficient data types. Meanwhile, it is possible to generate data including humans VOLUME 7, 2019 in specific distances by the data generation pipeline proposed in section III. Accordingly, we propose a novel method for utilizing the generated data. The method includes two steps: 1) constructing networks specialized in different ranges, and 2) decision by ensemble networks.
Networks can be combined variously. Herein, we introduce three concepts for assigning the weights for the overall prediction. For distance-based Gaussian weight, the depth information is necessary. However, defects exist in the LiDAR data; therefore, we interpolated the defects using a low-pass filter when we used LiDAR data as the input for calculating the weight in section IV-.1.
1) DISTANCE BASED GAUSSIAN WEIGHT
Distance-based Gaussian weight considers every output of the networks. From the input depth map, we can calculate the Gaussian kernel between the pixel value and distance in which the network is specialized. Using the calculation results, we can obtain the weights for every network. The pixel value is required in this approach; however, the LiDAR depth map typically contains defects. Thus, we interpolated the defects using a low-pass filter for only the weight calculation.
2) SIMPLE AVERAGE
The concept of a simple average is that each network can be considered equally. Subsequently, the overall output will be average of each network's prediction value.
3) TRAINED WEIGHT
We attempted to train another network specialized in weight. In this case, whole networks will become untrainable except the network for weight calculation. Thus, the weight network will be optimized by the depth map as the input and weights of each network as output. In this section, four different networks are described in section V-A, and the training method is shown in V-B. Section V-C contains V-C.1: the effect of trained data number, and V-C.2: the benchmarking of different networks. Section V-D contains the evaluation results of distance based ensemble learning. A more specific analysis of the generated data including the effectiveness of precision of the human model and a validation of different combinations of heights and weights are explained in [8] .
A. SEGMENTATION NEURAL NETWORKS
Semantic segmentation has been investigated using various approaches for applications. The wide range of its application includes scene understanding, depth analysis, and autonomous driving. Semantic pixel-wise labeling has been garnering considerable interest owing to improvements in deep learning [2] , [25] - [27] . Three different networks were selected in this study to evaluate the effectiveness of segmentation networks in the generated human depth maps.
1) FULLY CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK
The fully convolutional network (FCN) for segmentation was proposed by Long [1] . Classification networks typically use fully connected layers at the end of a network to compute class scores. On the contrary, the FCN changes the fully connected layer to a convolutional layer, and the output of the network is also changed from a predicted score to a heatmap. Thus, the classification network can be changed easily to a segmentation network using the concept of an FCN.
2) FULLY CONVOLUTIONAL DENSENETS
Fully convolutional DenseNets were proposed by Jégou [28] . They were inspired by densely connected convolutional networks (DenseNets) [29] . DenseNets exhibit good performance in image classification, and the concept of DenseNets is based on the observation that if each layer is connected directly to every other layer in a feedforward manner, subsequently the network will be more accurate and easier to train. Jégou proposed an extension to the concept of DenseNets to address problems in semantic segmentation. Herein, we refer to this network as the FCDN.
3) POINTNET
Pointnet was proposed by Charles [5] , and was designed for addressing unordered point sets in 3D; it is not affected by rotation or translation. In addition, by adapting a transform network into Pointnet, it can gain interactions among points and capture local structures from neighbor points. Two versions of Pointnet are available: classification and segmentation. The architectures of both versions exhibit differences in the latter half. In this study, we employed Pointnet as a segmentation network.
B. TRAINING POLICY
We trained all networks with 500 epochs. In each epoch, we randomly chose 500 scenes from the training datasets. We set a different batch size that was chosen experimentally for each network, 25 for the FCN, 16 for PointNet, and 5 for the FCDN. We subsequently coordinated the step for epoch as batchsize × step for epoch = 500, except for PointNet. As PointNet uses a one-dimensional vector, we divided one scene into 16 vectors. Therefore, PointNet is trained with 500 scenes in one epoch, with a batch size of 16. Further, we employed Adam [30] with a learning rate of 0.001 and decay of 0.001 for the optimizer and categorical cross-entropy, respectively, for the objective function. From Table 2 , the size of the input image is 32 × 1024. Therefore, we revised the FCN and FCDN algorithms in the pooling layers. As the height of the input image is only 32, we pooled only the input data in the width direction. For Pointnet, the input images were divided vertically into 16 pieces of images and addressed with 2048 pixels as points for the input data. For the FCDN, we revised the pooling layer to a widthpooling layer, the number of layers per dense block to three, and the growth rate to eight.
C. GENERATED LIDAR DATA EVALUATION
We analyzed the effectiveness of the produced data and verified them using various approaches. In this section, Avg. Acc denotes the average of the background accuracy and human accuracy. In addition, avg. acc., precision, recall, and threat scores [31] were calculated human is positive and background 
1) EFFECT OF TRAINING DATA NUMBER
In general, the performance of the learning-based approach can be improved by increasing the volume of the training data, especially in deep neural networks. However, in practice, it is difficult to collect a large volume of training data owing to the labeling cost. An advantage of the proposed depth map generation pipeline is automatic labeling. In this sense, the labeling cost of the proposed pipeline is significantly lower than that of manual labeling. Here, we clarify the effect of the number of training examples. We prepared four different sizes of training datasets comprising five different distance ranges equally, 0.1K, 1K, 10K, and 50K. Subsequently, the FCN networks were trained with the four datasets. The trained networks were evaluated with the labeled real data. Figure 6 shows the evaluation results. As shown, the average accuracy, recall, and threat scores were improved by increasing the volume of the training data from 0.1K to 10K training. However, the precision exhibits a different tendency. When training with 0.1K of data, the network could only be regarded as human when it exhibited a high confidence. Therefore, the average accuracy, recall, and threat scores of the training 0.1K data were lower than those of any other cases; however, the precision was greater than 0.7. The network trained with 50K data demonstrates almost the same performance as that of the 10K training case in terms of average accuracy, recall, and threat scores. However, the precision increased from 10K to 50K data training. Hence, we conclude that a large volume of data facilitates in performance improvement.
2) BENCHMARKING EXISTING NETWORKS
We evaluated three different types of network learning with the training data generated by the proposed pipeline. As in [8] , we employed U-net [26] for evaluation; however, U-net failed to train with our training policy. Therefore, we abbreviated the result of U-net. For the FCN and FCDN networks, we prepared three different types of inputs: the depth data only, the xyz data only, and the depth-and-xyz data. We used the xyz data for the input of the Pointnet owing to the network structure of Pointnet. The manually labeled 0.1K real data and the 0.5K test data generated by the proposed pipeline were used for the evaluation. It is noteworthy that the training data does not include the test data. Table 4 shows the evaluation results. From these comparisons, the FCN network with depth information generally resulted in high performance, except for the average accuracy and recall in the generated data. In terms of recall, the FCDN network with depth and xyz information performed the best with the generated data. As shown, if a network exhibits any metric over 0.3 except precision in the test data generated by the proposed pipeline, that network also exhibits a value over 0.3 for that metric with the real data. Similarly, if the metric except precision for the generated test data is less than 0.3, the metric for the real data is also less than 0.3. Therefore, we can conclude that the evaluation with the generated test data helps to predict the effectiveness for the real data.
D. DISTANCE BASED ENSEMBLE LEARNING EVALUATION
Because FCN demonstrates sufficient performance, as show in Table 4 , we employed the FCN for evaluating distance-based ensemble learning. In addition, we generated five different datasets in the human deployment range. ''Dataset D A -to-D B '' denotes that the human model was Initially, we examined the performance of the FCN trained by depth in Table 4 toward each dataset. According to Table 5 , the performances have degraded significantly from dataset 01to10 to dataset 20to30. It is obvious that a simple training plan with the overall data might be ineffective for part of the data. Consequently, our approach is based on a concept for improving network performance toward each dataset equally.
In addition, we investigated the performance of a specialized network in distance. Subsequently, five networks whose algorithm is the FCN trained by each dataset were prepared. From Figure 7 , we observed that the network trained by Dataset 01to10 demonstrated the best performance with Dataset 01to10 and the performance degraded with other Datasets. This tendency is also detected in other networks. Therefore, we conclude that the network will demonstrate peak performance toward a specialized data range and degrade when the range is beyond the specialized area.
After validating the effectiveness of each network, we evaluated the ensemble learning method. For comparison, we used the FCN trained with depth, similar to that shown in Table 4 . The evaluation result is described in Table 6 with average accuracy, recall, and threat scores. All generated test data (0.5K) were used for the calculated values shown in Table 6 , generated data row. ''Single FCN'' in Table 6 denotes that the network was trained by all datasets (50K) in distance. We empirically set the value of sigma for the Gaussian distribution in Gaussian weight as 2.5, and the value of mu is the input pixel value converted into meters. Further, we employed the FCN as the weight training network for the trained weight. When we tuned the FCN for weight training, we set the depth map as the input and used the network output as the weight with five channels. Subsequently, we multiplied each channel of the output and each specialized network output, and treated the multiplied result as the overall output. Therefore, we optimized the weight training network by backpropagation based on the categorical cross-entropy between the ground truth and overall output. Further, we set the weight to the human label as background pixel number / human pixel number for each of the scenes. In addition, we investigated the performance of the ensemble networks toward different datasets. As shown in Table 7 , the ensemble with Gaussian weight performed the best in datasets 01to10, 05to15, and 10to20.Further, the ensemble with Gaussian weight performed better than the single FCN. For datasets 15to25 and 20to30, the ensemble with trained weight achieved the best score. According to the results, binary weight generally demonstrated high performance, except only for the threat score in the generated data. The Gaussian weight did not demonstrate the best performance; however, it indicated a better score than the single FCN. Regarding the simple average, most pixels were judged as the background because each of specialized network would not be effective to unknown data. We expected the trained weight to demonstrate a better performance than the single FCN; however, the results of the single FCN were better than those of the trained weight except for recall in the generated data. Meanwhile, the trained weight exhibited the best results in datasets 15to25 and 20to30. Therefore, we conclude that the trained weight attempted to improve the performance for the whole dataset; subsequently, the weight network was tuned for a balanced performance. From these results, we can decide whether the ensemble learning based on our generated dataset divided in distance is more effective than only training by the whole data. The example of prediction with the generated data is illustrated in Figure 8 and their point cloud is shown in Figure 9 . 
VI. CONCLUSION
We herein proposed a fully automated data generation pipeline for human detection using LiDAR initially. With this process, we can generate labeled data easily with any properties for LiDAR. Following the result, we concluded that our generated data improved the training for human detection. We presented 0.1K labeled real datasets and 1M generated datasets with human labels. In the generated datasets, 500K data were generated by human deployment in the range between 1 [m] and 25 [m] , whereas the other 500K data were generated in a detailed range. We hope that this dataset will support studies in other fields, e.g., robotics and computer vision. Apart from a data generation pipeline, we also proposed ensemble learning based on generated data divided in distance. This method demonstrated a better performance than simple training using whole data.
We considered four aspects for improving our work. The first aspect pertained to the human model; although we used a confirmed method to produce the human model, it was not entirely representative of the real world. Subsequently, we will attempt to consider clothes, backpacks, and other conditions for accurate simulations. The second aspect pertains to the background. Only data from Miraikan were used in the current investigation; in the future, we will employ other backgrounds for the diversity of data generation. The third aspect was related with the number of human pixels. The number of human-labeled pixels in one depth map decreased significantly when the distance between LiDAR and human increased. For example, the average number of human-labeled pixels in Dataset 01to10 was 1,401 and that of 20to30 was 26. Therefore, we will attempt to improve the performance even if only few human-labeled points are available. The fourth aspect is the comparison with real data. In this study, networks were only trained with generated data. The comparison of network performance in manually labeled training data and generated training data would be beneficial to this study. However, it would involve considerable costs. 
